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Senate 

29 November 2016 

 
Present: Stuart Corbridge (Chair), Tom Allen, Elizabeth Archibald, Lewis Ayres, 

Carl Bagley, Claudio Balocco, Anthony Bash, Gillian Bentley, Hannah 
Britt, Thom Brooks, Tim Burt, Tim Clark, Jan Clarke, David Cowling, 
Michael Crang, Alice Dee, Jeremy Dibble, Madeline Eacott, Martyn 
Evans, Tony Fawcett, Sue Frenk, Jens Funke, Andrew Gallant, 
Sophie Gibb, John Girkin, David Held, Gleider Hernández, Patrick 
Hussey, Simon James, Alan Kenwright, Steve Kirk, Keith Lindsey, 
Antony Long, Stephen Lyon, Colin Macpherson, Margaret Masson, 
Glenn McGregor, Linda McKie, Simon Morris, Emma Murphy, Sarah 
Price, Jon Purcell, Adrian Simpson, Veronica Strang, Janet Stewart, 
Carolyn Summerbell, Claire Sutherland, Peter Swift, Anne Taormina, 
Jill Tidmarsh, Laura Todd, Jon Trevelyan, Claire Warwick, Lisa 
Whiting and Mark Wilson. 

 
In Attendance: Jennifer Sewel (University Secretary), Anne Allen, Trevor Armour (for 

Masterplan for the Estate and Accommodation and Estates Strategy 
(White Paper)), Colin Bain, Sian Broadhurst, Adam Brown (for 
University Brand and Values),  Clare Curran, Kate Deeming, Michael 
Gilmore, Sally McGill, John Pritchard, Jane Robinson, John Marsh 
(Minutes). 

 

 
Minutes of a meeting held on 29 November 2016 

held at Collingwood College 
(All documents listed are filed with the official copy of the Minutes) 

 
36. Apologies 

Noted: apologies had been received from: Louise Amoore, John Ashworth, Danny 
Donoghue, Joe Elliott, Paul Featherstone, Simon Forrest, Jo Fox, Barbara Graziosi, 
Simon Hackett, Catherine Marshall, Thomas Renstrom, Kay Schiller, Jo Setchell, 
Robin Skeates, Marek Szablewski, Stephen Taylor and Laura Todd. 
 

37. Thanks 
On behalf of Senate, the Vice-Chancellor thanked the following colleagues who 
would reach the end of their periods of membership/attendance at Senate before 
the next business meeting in January 2017:   
a) Professor Anthony Bash (Acting Master Hatfield); 
b) Professor Tim Burt (as Acting Pro-Vice-Chancellor Colleges and Student 

Experience; 
c) Dr Tony Fawcett (as Acting Pro-Vice-Chancellor Education); and 
d) Professor Emma Murphy (Government and International Affairs). 

 
38. Declaration of Interests  

Noted: the following declarations in relation to agenda items:  
Agenda Item 8: Head of Department Nomination: Mathematical Sciences: Anne 
Taormina. 
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39. Senate Advisory Panel on Ceremonies and Honorary Degrees Report: 

(S/16/22 Closed) 
Noted: the identity of nominees would only be published if they accepted their 
award. The nominations should remain strictly confidential until this time. 

 
Agreed: by ballot of members, the recommendations of the Senate Advisory Panel 
on Ceremonies and Honorary Degrees of the individuals upon whom honorary 
degrees/awards should be conferred as set out in Document S/16/22. 
 

40. Minutes: 18 October and Action Log: Approved (S/16/23 & 24) 
 

41. Matters Arising  
Noted: there were no matters arising. 
 

42. Vice-Chancellor’s Questions  
Noted: no questions had been received.  
 

43. Vice-Chancellor’s Report (S/16/25 Closed) 
Noted:   
a) key matters of interest to Senate which UEC had discussed since the last 

meeting of Senate; 
b) In memoriam: Senate observed a moment’s silence to mark the deaths of one 

current member of staff: Eva Schumacher-Reid (University College) and a 
current student:  Mr Askar Abilpanov (BSc Hons Finance programme and a 
member of John Snow College). 

 
44. Heads of Department (S/16/26-30 Closed) 

Agreed:  that the following Board of Studies nominations for appointment as Heads 
of Department, received from UEC, be forwarded to Council for approval: 
 
i) Geography: Professor Mike Bentley for three years from 1 August 2017 to 31 

July 2020; 
ii) Engineering & Computing Sciences: Professor Simon Hogg from 1 April 2017 to 

31 July 2020;  
iii) Government and International Affairs: Professor John Williams for three years 

from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2019;  
iv) Chemistry: Professor Karl S Coleman for three years from 1 August 2017 to 31 

July 2020;  
v) Mathematical Sciences: Professor Anne Taormina for a further term of two 

years from 1 January 2017 to 31 December 2018. 
 
45. University Strategy 2017-2027: An Overview (S/16/31 Closed) 

Noted: an overview of the new University Strategy. 
 

46. Branding and Values: Summary and Next steps (S/16/32 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) a summary of the project activity undertaken to date in relation to the 

development of a set of University Values and Durham’s brand and brand 
positioning. 
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b) UEC had agreed that the positioning statement of “Challenge Everything” should 
proceed forward to phase two of the project, and had identified a set of 
accompanying values: Brilliance, Curiosity, Diversity and Integrity; 

c) the accompanying value of ‘Brilliance’ supported the branding of Durham City as 
the “city of light” by partner stakeholders in the area; 

d) the values would be included in a concise short outward-facing document which 
would be used in the public launch of the University’s new Strategy in Spring 
2017; 

e) suggestions in feedback by members: 
i. that attempts should be made to reduce the four values to three; 
ii. that greater emphasis could be placed on the importance and uniqueness 

of the collegiate experience and sense of community at the University. In 
response, Senate was advised that the significance of colleges, 
departments and institutes would be explored during phase 2 of the 
project; 

iii. concern regarding potential unintended consequences of Brilliance as an 
accompanying value. It was suggested that this be sense-checked 
against potential external or international audiences. Senate was advised 
that stakeholders had supported its inclusion during consultation 
workshops. 

 
Agreed: 

a) to provide additional feedback to the Director of Marketing and 
Communications; (All) 

b) to share revised proposals with Senate in advance of the pre-Council (13 
December) presentation upon Brand and Values. (SC) 

 
47. Operations Strategy (S/16/33 Closed) 

Noted: 
a) the proposed approach to the development of an overarching Operations 

Strategy for Durham University, supported by a service excellence programme – 
the Delivering Operational Excellence Strategy (Durham DOES) – which 
incorporated the University’s professional services, including all non-academic 
roles in University-wide teams, Faculties, Departments and Colleges; 

b) the Operations Strategy, the development of which had included a gap analysis, 
would provide a new operational model through  which efficient and effective 
professional services support for the University Strategy could be delivered;; 

c) communication and engagement with staff through town halls, workshops and 
reference groups would be important in ensuring the implementation of the 
Strategy. A further service effectiveness survey was planned and a staff survey 
would commence in March 2017. End-user satisfaction was a key driver for the 
Strategy; 

d) appropriate IT was critical to the successful delivery of the University Strategy.  
The new Chief Information Officer, for which recruitment was underway, would 
be responsible for the development of a new IT Strategy.  In the meantime a 
plan would be brought forward addressing  essential support required  in the 
short term; 

e) Equality and Diversity would remain a core element of the implementation of the 
Strategy, and would cover  all protected characteristics; 
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Closed Minute under Sections 36 and 43 of the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 
 
Endorsed: the Operations Strategy. (JR)  
 

48. People Strategy (White Paper) (S/16/34 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) the People Strategy (White Paper) was an enabling strategy for the University 

Strategy. Its primary goal was to ensure that the University had a workforce 
which was collectively able to deliver world class research and engagement, 
education and a wider student experience on a consistent and sustainable 
basis. This primary goal was underpinned by five strategic aims which included 
ensuring that the workforce was treated equally, fairly and with respect, and the 
promotion and support of the wellbeing of staff; 

b) it was important for the University to have a commitment to attract, recruit and 
retain high quality academic and PSS staff. 

 
Agreed: to endorse the People Strategy (White Paper). (JR) 
 

49. Supporting University Strategy – A Masterplan for the Estate (S/16/35 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) UEC had established an Accommodation and Estate Strategy Programme 

Board (AESPB) to oversee the development  of an Estate Strategy and 
supporting Masterplan which  set a clear direction for the development of the 
estate over a 10 to 15 year planning period and beyond. The paper provided an 
update on the development of the Masterplan, and key issues raised during the 
Autumn 2016 consultation; 

b) the Masterplan proposals mitigated against medium and long term risks and 
also recognised potential short-term disruption to staff and students generated 
by estate projects to address student number growth and relocation from 
Queen’s Campus. Communication and engagement would continue to be key in 
ensuring the implementation of the Masterplan; 

c) departments and colleges affected by Masterplan proposals would continue to 
be key stakeholders regarding input to estate projects and proposals for zoning 
of the University estate and potential impacts upon students; 

d) there would be continued engagement with Grey College regarding the 
development of the Upper Mountjoy site; 

e) there was no intention for colleges to be closely associated with departments, 
and the broad current geographical distribution of disciplines and  across the 
University estate would not be significantly affected by Masterplan proposals, 
other than  the possible relocation of the Durham University Business School; 

 
Agreed: to endorse the Masterplan for the Estate. (JR) 
 

50. Accommodation and Estates Strategy (White Paper) (S/16/36 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) the Accommodation and Estates Strategy (White Paper) was an enabling 

strategy forming part of the overall University Strategy. The White Paper would 
be presented to Council for approval on 13 December 2016; 

b) revisions made to the Green Paper version of the Strategy; in particular the 
principles identified to help the selection and prioritisation of estate investment 
needs; 
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c) the proposal to spend further time on consultation and planning of the St Mary’s 
field development was noted and endorsed; 

d) Appendix A to the White Paper outlined major projects included in the Strategy’s 
indicative cost plan. All projects would be subject to business case approval; 

e) a correction was requested regarding the audience capacity of the proposed  
“concert hall” type facility; 

f) that there would be flexibility regarding future student accommodation models. 
The Students’ Union President advised Senate that student community  
continued to be concerned by the cost of accommodation, and that 
consideration of differential pricing models  was creating concern  around the 
potential ghettoization of students on the basis of affordability of 
accommodation. Senate was advised that diversity of accommodation design 
and type in Colleges could address this; 

g)  that the risk of potential project ‘fatigue’ had been acknowledged and mitigation 
included ongoing consultation and communication.  

 
51. Finance Strategy (White Paper) (S/16/37 Closed) 

Noted: the University Finance Strategy (White Paper) was an enabling strategy to 
support the achievement of Vision 2027. The University had a fundamentally sound 
business model, but there were also many internal and external drivers for change. 
The Strategy’s overall goal was to organise the financial affairs of the University so 
as to enable the realisation of the University Strategy 2017-2027, on a sustainable 
basis.  
 

52. University Strategy Implementation (S/16/38 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) an overview of the key delivery arrangements (management and governance) 

for the University Strategy. Many key Strategy projects were interlinked, with 
multiple dependencies. The report outlined a core set of nine Critical Initiatives 
identified by UEC that would need delivery management and governance 
arrangements outwith conventional line management or divisional 
responsibilities; 

b) the implementation of the University Strategy would include investment in, and 
support for, academic staff and research students as well as capital investment 
projects. 

 
53. Engagement with Teaching Excellence Framework (S/16/39 Closed) 

Noted: 
a) that TEF1 concluded in Summer 2016, and following a period of consultation, 

guidance had now been released for TEF2. Having passed its March 2016 
Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) review the University was deemed eligible for 
a TEF1 award; however, it required  to make a decision regarding participation 
in TEF2; 
 
Closed minute under Sections 36 and 43 of the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 

 
54. Incentivisation of Research Grants (S/16/40 Closed) 

Noted: 
a) a set of four proposals which underpinned a scheme to incentivise research 

grant capture and to reduce disincentives to leading large research 
programmes. The proposals were part of a wider set of initiatives led by the Pro-
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Vice-Chancellor (Research) and the Director of Research and Innovation 
Services to support academic staff in the production of high-quality proposals 
and the subsequent delivery of the related research activity; 

b) Senate was asked to approve the four proposals, and to provide feedback on 
potential implementation approaches as outlined in the report. Detailed 
implementation plans would be developed at University, Faculty and 
Departmental levels during the academic year 2016/17; 

c) in discussion of proposal 1: Departmental Research Support Funds (RSF), and 
proposal 2: Individual Research Funds (IRF): 
i) there was a risk of inequality across faculties as  the Faculty of Science 

was likely to recoup a larger amount of funding through the establishment 
of RSF and IRF. In response, Senate was advised that UEC had 
approved proposals to establish minimum individual research allowances 
to support academic staff in all Faculties. Departments and Faculties 
could choose to supplement these allowances; 

ii) Charitable funders’ overhead  rates were lower than Research Councils 
and were also variable and time-delayed;  

iii) in response to departmental concerns regarding implications for casual 
vacancy savings, Senate was advised that the proposals were intended 
to establish a more transparent relationship between funding and 
incentivisation. Should the proposals be successful in enabling staff to 
secure research awards, then the scheme would be self-financing; 

iv) a review mechanism was a key element of the scheme. An interim review 
would be scheduled for academic year 2020/21, and a full review would 
take place in financial year 2022/23. The scheme could be discontinued if 
it proved unsuccessful; 

d) in discussion of proposal 3: Incentives for Research Grant Applications: 
i) a request from Durham Students’ Union representatives that expectations 

regarding the provision of high quality support to PGR students from 
departments and supervisors be included in the scheme’s supporting 
guidance; 

e) In discussion of proposal 4: Workload Models: 
i) support for the proposal from the Department of Biosciences; 
ii) that Heads of Department should discuss with their staff the implications 

of applications to funding bodies which did not permit applications for buy 
out of teaching; 

iii) Research Office was developing a policy on  costing of academic staff 
time on research grant projects; 

iv) that successful implementation of the scheme required clarity regarding 
the source of income to deploy replacement teaching staff in 
Departments; 

v) concern from Departments in the Faculty of Science regarding potential 
unintended consequences of the scheme for early career researchers 
and investigators; 

vi) Departments would have the freedom to make the principles of the 
scheme work in practice in relation to departmental workload models. 

f) implementation of the scheme required close working with major research award 
Departments in the Faculty of Science, and should also recognise that the 
postgraduate student community was a major source of research funding. 

 
Approved: the four recommendations which formed the proposals to incentivise 
research grant capture:  (CW) 
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a) there should be a transparent link between research grant awards and the level 
of Departmental research funds; 

b) a fraction of the overhead income on research grants should be credited to 
investigators in the form of an individual research fund (IRF). The ability to 
spend against the fund should be carried forward from one year to the next; 

c) incentives for research grant applications should be at the discretion of 
Departments/Schools, but should conform to a set of University principles as set 
out in the Report; 

leadership of externally funded research projects should be reflected in workload 
allocation models so that academics with significantly more externally funded 
research than the norm for the discipline have proportionately more time set aside 
for research. 
 
The Chair of Senate thanked Senators for their well-considered and extended 
discussion of the paper.   
 

55. Policy on Research involving Terrorist or Violent Extremist Material (S/16/41 
Closed) 
Approved: the policy on Research involving Terrorist or Violent Extremist Material. 
(CW) 
 

56. Library Steering Group: Report to Senate Academic Year 2015/16 (S/16/42) 
Noted: 
a) the annual report of the Library Steering Group, which outlined the key agenda 

items discussed and the Groups’ input to Library Strategy over the course of the 
previous academic year. The Steering Group’s terms of reference and 
membership was noted in the appendix; 

b) the Steering Group had endorsed a series of recommendations in response to 
University Strategy implications for the Library, which included aspects of 
collection management, storage, provision of study space and catering facilities; 

c) there was currently a limited number of catering facilities on the Lower Mountjoy 
site and the lack of refreshment facilities in the Library was a concern for 
students. Senate was advised by the University Librarian that previous initiatives 
permitting the consumption of food and drink in the Library had created 
difficulties in terms of its  facility management.. The University Librarian 
welcomed the proposal in the Estate Masterplan to establish a Library Learning 
Café; 

d) the Steering Group had received updates on University Library input towards 
Open Access best practice regarding REF preparedness; 

e) Heads of Department were reminded to encourage staff to place publications in 
the University repository 

 
Approved: the Library Steering Group (LSG): Report to Senate Academic Year 
2015/16. 
 

57. Education Committee: 26 October 2016 (S/16/43) 
Noted: 
a) the report of the Education Committee meeting of 26 October 2016; 
b) a task and finish group of Education Committee had reviewed the University’s 

examination timetable and recommended that changes be implemented to bring 
this  into line with  those of comparators. Initial proposals for the academic year 
2017-18 had been developed, and endorsed by UEC, to begin the examination 
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period during week 22. Week 22 teaching would need to be re-scheduled to an 
earlier part of the academic year; 

c) Further reform of the curriculum and examination timetable could take place in 
due course, and would be informed by consideration of the desired length of the 
examination period, its scheduling, potential implications for wider student 
experience, and the timing  of Congregation; 

d) communication and engagement with affected students would take place; 
e) proposals regarding longer-term changes to the academic year, assessment 

methods and timetabling of examinations would be presented to Senate for 
discussion in Epiphany Term, and for approval in Easter Term. 

 
Agreed: to approve the proposal, endorsed by UEC, that the examination period 
begin in week 22 of the academic year 2017-18.. (TF) 
 

58. Research Committee: 6 October 2016 (S/16/44 Closed) 
 Noted:  

a) the report of the Research Committee meeting of 6 October 2016; 
b) proposed amendments to Research Committee terms of reference which were 

driven by recommendations of the Senate Effectiveness Review, adjustments to 
the Deputy Head of Faculty Research post in the Faculty of Social Sciences and 
Health, and minor changes to job titles; 

c) the University response to the forthcoming HEFCE consultation on the Stern 
Review would be made through Universities UK, the Russell Group, N8, and the 
University’s direct submission.. The consultation response would be circulated to 
senior committees for comment and final approval. (CW) 

 
Agreed: 
a) the amended terms of reference for Research Committee; (CW) 
b) the restart of Quinquennial Review of University Research Institutes. (CW) 
 

59. Academic Progression Committee: 20 October 2016  (S/16/45 Closed) 
Noted: 
a) a revised role description for grade 9 Senior Teaching Fellows had been agreed 

by the Committee. Senate was advised that the role description could be shared 
with the wider academic community; 

b) the Bulkeley Report outlining the recommendations of the Academic 
Progression Working Group would be presented to Senate in January 2017. The 
Working Group had considered Teaching Fellow roles. 

 
60. Ethics Advisory Committee: 14 October 2016 (S/16/46 Closed) 

Noted: 
a) the report of the Ethics Advisory Committee meeting of 14 October 2016;  
b) the Ethics Advisory Committee Assurance Report to Council and Senate 

2015/16. 
 
Agreed: the following noting that, as a Joint Committee of Council and Senate, 
approval would also be requested from Council on 13 December 2016: 
a) the addition to the ex-officio membership of the Committee, the Head of 

Research Policy; (JS) 
b) the attendance of an observer should the Students’ Union President be unable 

to attend. (JS) 
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61. Senate Agenda Setting Committee (SASC) (Oral) 
Noted:  

a) SASC had continued to support the development of agenda and papers for 
Senate meetings; 

b) Lisa Whiting and Janet Stewart had joined the committee as representatives 
of student representative members of Senate and Heads of Departments, 
Arts & Humanities, respectively; 

c) a report would be presented to Senate regarding the Open/Closed status of 
papers  and  Freedom of Information requirements, with the objective of 
enabling consideration of Senate papers by the wider University community; 
(JS) 

d) a summary of the Quinquennial Review process would be added to the 
Senate Schedule of Business. Senate would also receive an interim update 
on the activity of the working groups which are considering the optimal timing 
of Departmental and College reviews; (JS) 

e) Senators saw value in the Audit Committee proposal that a risk management 
workshop be scheduled for Senate related to the University Strategy; (JS) 

 
 
 
Senate received the following business for information. All documents were 
available to Senate members on the Senate SharePoint 
(https://intranet.dur.ac.uk/committees/university/senate/) 
The minutes of meetings of UEC are available for the information of members on 
the University’s website at 
http://www.dur.ac.uk/committees/password/uec/uec_minutes_internal 

 
62. Draft Schedule of Business 2016/17 (S/16/47) 

 
63. Matters Under Delegated Authority (S/16/48 Closed) 

a) Appointments and Resignations: from 1 August 2016 to 31 October 2016; 
b) Honorary and Visiting Titles: agreed by the Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the 

appropriate Faculty, on behalf of Senate. 
 

64. Closure 
The meeting closed at 1643 hrs 
 
 

I confirm that these minutes are an accurate record of the meeting to which they 
relate: 
 
…………………………..….     …………………………..…. 
Chair        Date approved 
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